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4. 

 
MARIN COUNTY FREE LIBRARY 

 
Wednesday, October 12, 2011 

Fairfax Library 
 

- - PROPOSED MINUTES - - 
 
 

(1) CALL TO ORDER 
Meeting called to order at 7:03 p.m.   

 
 

(2) ROLL CALL/INTRODUCTION OF NEW COMMISSIONERS 
 
Present 

 Judy Anderson   David Fickbohm   
Joel S. Fugazzotto  Cal Kurzman 
Barbara Schoen   Richard Gamble  

 Lori O’Connor   Alison D. Howard 
 Martin Perlmutter  Bill Crandall 

 Jennifer Wallace   Meredith Parnell 
      
Absent with Notification 
Max Norman  

 Leslie Plant 
    
  

Also Present 
Gail Haar, Director of County Library Services 

 Edna Guadiana, Sr. Secretary 
 Margaret Miles, Sr. Librarian/Branch Manager Fairfax 
 Deb Moehrke, MARINet Systems Administrator  
  
     

(3) ADOPTION OF AGENDA 
M/S/C Anderson/Fugazzotto - Agenda approved as submitted.  

 
 

(4) APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
M/S/C Schoen/Fugazzotto – September minutes approved as 
submitted 
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(5) OPEN TIME FOR PUBLIC EXPRESSION 

None 
 

(6) READING AND CORRESPONDENCE FILES 
Correspondence file was circulated for all to read. 
 

(7) MARINet REPORT 
Deb Moehrke gave a brief MARINet update, and apprised the Commission, that there 
have been many changes since her last report to the Commission.  

 
What is MARINet  
• Formed by JPA between the independent city libraries and the County Library 
• Board is the 8 Directors of the member libraries; we added a member (Dominican 

University) this summer 
• Own and operate the integrated system that includes the online catalog, 

inventory control, system for acquiring, cataloging and circulating materials 
• Three employees 

 
Changes since January  2010 
• Added mobile catalog access – Boopsie 
• Added two new shared databases – Biography Resource Center and Literature 

Resources from Gale 
• Also negotiated new contract with EBSCO which added Biography, Small 

Business, Literature and Legal reference center databases.  
• Added eight new reference eBooks to GVRL collection 
• Replaced circulation notice formats with new faster printing, modern format and 

new capabilities 
• Added  Dominican University of California as member 
• Added Encore Reporter 
• Replaced AquaBrowser with Encore Synergy as discovery catalog 
• Started shared Overdrive collection 

 

MARINet Discovery Catalog 
 

MARINet Discovery catalog has been changed to the Encore product  
 

Functions that patrons may want offered immediately on result screen 
Patron can log in to their account, used facets to limit to format, online only, etc.; link 
quickly to Syndetics enrichment features  

 
Encore integrates better with the data from our records 
AquaBrowser was originally selected because of its ability to customize. Encore lacks some 
of the customization but is more fully integrated without data. Taking advantage of native 
indexing and item level information not as easily reached by 3rd party vendors.  
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Title display offer easy access again to enhancement materials and 
browse by title cover 
Very fast response time. Features to allow patrons to zero in on what they really 
wanted.  

 
Encore 4.1 to be installed within a few weeks will improve access 
• Addition of new scopes will add ability to limit by branch, jurisdiction, and bring back 

Fiction / Non-fiction limits 
• Improves access to articles in subsets of our EBSCO databases 
• New screen design simplifies the layout. Moves the ‘tag cloud’ to list of limits on the left-

hand side  
 

Dominican University joined MARINet 
• They wanted to offer access to their collection to Marin residents and to gain 

professional connections for their staff 
• Their collection is 91,848 titles and 109,614 items.  About 85% are unique to our 

collection. 
• Added 7035 patron records 
• Their patrons – students, staff and faculty may also have a local public library card  

 
Dominican University our newest partner offers a different interface to 
search catalog 
As an academic library they need access to other academic collections for their patrons. 
Part of a new cooperative known as Camino which includes access to other colleges and 
universities.  They use Worldcat local as their frontend and OCLC’s navigator product to 
enable easy sharing while still connection to MARINet for local copy information.  

 
Worldcat catalog links easily to MARINet’s catalog 
Dominican students have their special connection to catalog with easy connection to our 
catalog  

 
Also connects to ‘Camino’ a catalog they share for ILL purposes 

 
Many new Reports available through Encore Reporter 

 
Reports are available about both circulation activity and the collection 
Many reports can be limited by branch or time frame to get specific data quickly.   

 
Shared Overdrive collection simplifies access for all patrons 

 
Combined effort of all members builds better collection 
• Combines content from Belvedere-Tiburon, Marin County, and San Rafael Overdrive 

collections. 
• MARINet contributed $30,000 and $9000 in purchasing credit to build in collection 
• Holds filled from additional $9000 in credits 
• All libraries will spend from their materials budgets to build collection after initial credits 

exhausted  
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Facts about the new collection 
• Collection was launched on Sept. 1, 2011.   
• Patrons registered: 869 total 
• New patrons since collection launched: 590 
• Collection had 3798 titles in these formats: 

– Audiobooks: 1175 
– eBook: 1935 
– Music: 28 
– Video: 660 

 

Significant growth in collection usage since collection was combined 

 
 
 

What’s next? 
• Reformatting “Popular titles with holds” to add interest by incorporating book jackets and 

allow patron to see only selected formats 
• New platform for integrated library system software – Sierra Platform 

– Up-to-date database architecture 
– Increased ability to incorporate open source and 3rd party products into our 

catalog 
– Allows staff with programming skills to extend reporting and functionality by using 

web services to write own code 
– By being early adopter we help get discounted cost, credits toward future 

software purchases and have more influence over development of product  

 
After a brief question and answer period, President O’Connor thanked Deb for her 
presentation. 
 

(8) REPORTS OF COMMITTEE CHAIRS AND OTHER COMMITTEE LIAISON 
NONE 
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(9) NEW BUSINESS 
a) Managing for Results Timeline:  Director Haar announced that Deputy Director 
Bauer would bring to the Commission a snapshot of the library’s MFR plan for 
information in November.  The December Commission meeting will be dedicated 
solely to discussing this report, with the hopes of finalizing and approving at the 
January meeting.  The deadline to submit to the Board of Supervisors for approval 
will be in early February. 

 
 

(10) OLD BUSINESS 
a) PSA on Measure A:  Director Haar showed the Commission a public service 

announcement on Measure A, which Damon Hill, Library Services Manager 
and various staff put together.  It can be found on YouTube, by searching for 
Marin County Free Library – Fulfilling the promise of Measure A.   
 

 
(11) PRESIDENT’S REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 2011 

NONE 
 
 

(12) DIRECTOR OF COUNTY LIBRARY SERVICES REPORT FOR SEPTEMER, 2011 
Director Haar gave a brief report on: 
 The library’s new brand, and circulated the new library cards for everyone to 

see.  All public documents and forms will be updated to include new library 
logo.  Staff, Library Commissioner’s etc. will be getting new name badges as 
well.   

 The beta testing for the new website should go live in the next day or so 
Director Haar or Deputy Director Bauer will forward the link to all 
commissioners for their input.   

 Janet Doerge will start on December 1, as Novato’s newly appointed Branch 
Manager.  Elizabeth Cobey and Nathan Kelly were promoted to Community 
Library Specialists at the Marin City and Novato libraries.  Interviews will be 
held tomorrow 10/13 for the Librarian II/Children’s vacancy at the Novato 
libraries.  

 In preparation for the upcoming remodeling projects at our branches, Deputy 
Director Bauer took staff on library tours of the Napa, Davis, Elk Grove, 
Sacramento and Valley High public libraries.  Director Haar requested that 
Bauer give the commission a brief update. 

 
 

(13) ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Director Haar announced that there will be advertisements for the Library on the 
back of 10 Golden Gate busses through the months of November and December. 

 
 (14)   ADJOURNMENT – M/S/C Gamble/Crandall Meeting adjourned @ 8:45 


